ABSTRACT.
A free K-complete ultrafilter U on k induces an elementary embedding j of V into the transitive realization N oí the ultrapower V /U. We say k moves 8 when there is a U on k so that fio) 4 8.
Lemma. An ordinal is moved by only finitely many measurable cardinals.
Proof. Suppose ji8) 4 8. Then there is a maximal interval of ordinals moved by / containing 8. It is straightforward to show that this interval is of the form [a, ß) where cf(a) = k, and ß = sup j"iy) for y£ [a, ß).
Claim 1. If kq < Ky then jyij0iy)) = /nO^y))-
Informally, the idea is that jyi;0iy)) is zV.'s notion of the /n process applied to jyiy) ÍNy's notion of y), which is jcyijyiy)) because Nj's notion is correct. 
